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The sixtieth meeting of the Advisory Committee on Biology and Medicine

was held at Berkeley, Livermore and San Francisco, California on

January 16 through 19, 1957.

—

The meeting consisted of scientific presentations

by the staff of the Dormer and Crocker Laboratories

of the University of California at Berkeley, the

Livermore Laboratory at Llvermore and the Radiolog-

ical Laboratory of the University of California

Medical Center in San Francisco, California. The

Committee met in two sessions: one, devoted to

the subject of the strontium-90 fallout problem

which was held on the evening of January 16 at the

Claremont Hotel in Berkeley and the second, held

on Saturday, January 19 at the University of

California Medical Center. The latter meeting was

preceded by the Executive Session.
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The special session on strontium 90 was convened at 9:00 p.m. on

January 16 with Dr. G. Failla presiding. The following persons were

present:

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Dr. G. Failla, Chairman Dr. H. Bentley Glass
Dr. Shields Warren Dr. Simeon T. Cantril

Mr. Hanson Blatz, Scientific Secretary

STAFF, DIVISION OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

Dr. Charles H. Dunham Dr. John R. Totter
Dr. Forrest Western Mrs. Frances Montgomery, Secretary
Dr. Harry D. Bruner

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Dr. Curt Stern (Former ACBM Member)
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SESSION ON THE STRONTIUM-90 FALLOUT PROBLEM

(Continuation of Discussions at Special Meeting)

DR. FAILLA opened the meeting by presenting the problem. A spectal
meeting was held in Washington on December 26,1956for the purpose of—

considering the strontium-90fallout question, but no
decisions were reached. DR. GLASS pointed out two
things that happened at the meeting which prevented

STATUS OF reaching a decision. They were, the statement by
PROBLEM Commissioner Murray that the weapons testing program

for the coming year was already decided upon and the
comment by Admiral Strauss that there was no great
urgency for a statement by the Committee. DR. DUNHAM

commented that Admiral Strauss had not been aware of the purpose of the
special meeting when he arrived to greet the members and had later
expressed the opinion that he did not intend to discourage the Conunittee
from studying the problem and making any recommendations it saw fit.
Dr. Failla said that the problem exists in the mind of the public and
that some statement should be made by the AEC as to what is the true
situation with regard to the strontium-90hazard.

In response to a question by Dr. Dunham as to whether the Committee had
in fact come to any decision, DR. WARREN stated the need for further

information as to the degree of accuracy of the various
analyses of strontium in the bone. This stimulated a
lengthy discussion of the methods of sampling and the

AVAILABLE analysis and the Committee was reassured by DR. DUNHAM
AND REQUIRED and DR. WESTERN that there was very little likelihood
DATA that any significant errors involved in the bone analyses

which are currently being done by five or six different
laboratories, including one in England. The desirability
of offering spiked samples to the various laboratories

for intercomparisonwas discussed and DR. WESTERN agreed to follow this
up. He indicated that recent statements byDr. Comar would tend to alter
Merril Eisenbud’s estimates of ultlmate maximum uptake by a factor of
2 to 5 in a downward d%rection.

DR. WESTERN pointed out that these exact numbers are relatively unimportant,
but that the entire problem should be redefined in order to clarify under-

standing in three general classes of the public; the
general non-scientific public, the general scientific
public and the scientificpublic informed with regard to

CLARIFICATION radiation. Such a redefinition of the problem would
OF PROBLEM consider the pertinent criteria; such as, genetic effect,

bone cancer, leukemia and lifespan. The questions should
be considered as to what is safe and unsafe or what is
acceptable or unacceptable and also what would be the

alternative to a normally unacceptable level.
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DR. STERNj in response to a request for his opinion by Ilr,Failla} stated
that it was of great importance to get the general scientific groups to

avoid contradictory statements by competent scientists.
I&. Fail.lapointed out that the more serious matter was
the apparent contradictory statements by tnose associated

METHOD OF with the AEC. DR. GLASS raised the question of establishing
PRESENTING a policy regarding public statements on this or similar
STATEMENT subjects by responsible scientists in official or quasi-
TO PUBLIC official groups; such as, the AEC, the NAS, the ACBM, etc..

DR. STERN expressed a belief that if the ACBM were to
prepare a statement and receive the endorsement of the
GAC, it would have a great influence on the scientific

community. DR. FAILLA stated that the GAC had asked the ACBM for a state-
ment but there had been many delays in s.ttemptingto arrive at a decision.
DR. CANTRIL stated that perhaps there had already been too great a delay
but that the need for a statement of an educational rather than a propaganda
type exists.

IV?,F’!’~~L1,Araised the question of the current state of knowledge regarding
the relative uptake of strontium and calcium. DR. DUNHAN and DR. WESTERN

?f:po~tedthat con~ide~able work was being done in this
:Tea and that important additional work is being planned.
indications are that there is preferential discrimination

SUBSIDIARY of from 2:1 to 5:1 in favor of calcium.
PROBLEMS /“

DR. Ff2LILLAand DR. GLASS both expressed concern K the
use of absolute numbers in stating the part of the
population affected by radiation. DR. FAILLA expressed

belief that there are no thresholds of various radiation effects; such as,
bone tumor, leukemia or life shortening, but this cannot be proved. The
question then appears to be what percentage of the population can we
tolerate to be damaged. The Geneticists have stated that 10 r in thirty
years is acceptable. If the gonadal dose of radiation required to double
the spontaneous mutation rate Is 50 r up to age 30, this means that an
increase of 2($ in the mutation rate is acceptable. On this basis it 1S

likely that a 2@ increase in bone tumor incidence would also be acceptable,
considering that the spontaneous,incidence of bone tumors is small. He
also pointed out that we should not ignore the fact that we are distributing
strontium on countries other than our own.

At the request of Dr. Failla, DR. WESTERN proposed the following action.
The ACBM should suggest to the AEC that steps be taken to inform the public

with regard to the strontium-90 hazard from weapons
testing. Such a program would probably take a year or
two and might result in a number of publications directed

PROPOSED at the non-technical public$ the scientific public and
ACTION the segment of the scientific public informed on radiation,

such as radiologists. DR. CANTRIL suggested an AEC report
(not a book) which would state what is known to date, what
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PROPOSED could be done to learn more} but that no conclusions
ACTION (in the form of numbers) shouldbe drawn. It was DR. GLASS’
(continued) opinion that the ACBM should report only to the AEC with

no recommendation regarding a public statement and that
the statement should perhaps be made by groups$ such as
the NAS. DR. WARREN suggested a further look at tangible

Jhingst such as the results of experimentation with mice and dogs a d also

*a careful review of what is known about manj for examplej his toler nce
to radium. He expressed the opinion that predictions were too far from
the tangible. A lengthy discussion followed regarding the effects of
radium on humans, both ~rom the carcinogenic as well as the genetic point
of view. The contents of the latest semi-annual report as well as further
progress by NAS Committees were discussed. DR. CANTRIL suggested keeping
in totic%with MS Committee progress before writing any report and that
a correlation in point of view and in number would be desirable before
making any quotations to the presrn.

DR. DUNHAM asked the Committee ii?any members felt that the situation was
now dangerous. DR. GLASS responded that it may be but that there were not
enough facts at hand to reach a decision. A discussion as to what should
be considered dangerous followed with suggested estimates of allowable
percentage increases of bone tumors and lung cancer. DR. CANTRIL expressed
the opinion that the immediate concern of the ACBM is whether a), investi-
gation is being carried out adequately and b), that uninterpreted data
be presented to the scientific community. He believed tfit the NAS should
interpret the data and that the NAS should be asked if the investigation
is adequate. A discussion followed between DR. GUISS and DR. WARREN
about the desirability of challenging public statements of colleagues
and the dangers of overemphasis in statements by recognized scientists.

The meeting was ad~ourned at approximately 11:~0 p.m..
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The session was called to crder at :.2:%0a.m. with .aI1the ACBM members (except
Dr. Bugher and Dr. Burnett;!prese~t itIa~dditicnto Dr. Dunham, Mrs. Montgomery
(part tf~e) and Mr. 131atz.

Dr. Failla read Mrs. Montgomery’s letter of retirement, effective
February 1, 1957 DR. WARREN proposed a motion as follows:

“~kie Aiivj.soiyf Committee wishes to
express 1%s appreciation to

MRS. MONTGOMERY’S 14r5<Frances R. Montgomery upon the

RETIREMENT fulfiihent of many years of 10YEd

and affectionate service as Secretary
to the Committee. The members are
ce7&ain that they speak also for all
the past membem.”

DR. CANTRIL seconded the motion and it was carried unanimously.

DR. DUNHAM announced Dr. Fred’s resignation from the ACBM and stated the
need for selecting nominees to present for appointment. He also pointed

out that Dr. Failla would be retiring from the Committee
soon anflthat a replacement for him would be needed as
Well as ~,heselection of a new Chairman. A list Of

DR. FRED’S p@ssible candidates for Dr. Fred’s replacement had been
RESIGNATION prepared by I&. Sta#kman and there was a con~iderable

discu~sio~,of the type of scientist needed. DR. FAILLA
indicated a preference for a biochemist. DR. WARREN
suggested a person with biochemical and agricultural

interests~ if posssible ani DRL GLASS mggested a micro-biologist.
DR. FAILLA suggested that part,iI?ularemphasis on agriculture did not appear
to be necessary, but.DR. DT.TNHAMpointed out the great number of agricultural
contraetural matters coming up DR,,WARREN painted out that the problem
of fallout had many agricul.twrxal .implhaticms and that theme was con~ideratie
congressional interest in agriculture.

DR. WARREN suggested that arra~gements be made for the ACBM to call on
DR. FAILLA as a consultant after the expiration of his term of office and
wait a year or SC}before selecting a radiation-physicist Committee member.
It was finally decided to ncmlnate the following cw.ndfdatesfor submission
to the General Manager: Dr. Paul F. Sharp; Dr. J. C. Horsfall and
Dr. Jo J. Chz-istensen,with Dr. Sharp being the first choice.
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ABcc

DR. DUNHAM reported that a letter was being prepared in which the principal
ditf’icienciesof the ABCC were enumerated; housing$ the ICA hospital wing,

a permanent NAS officer and field scientific director.
Dr Keith Cannan will continue as executive officer and
be in Japan for about three months. Dr. Holmes is to
return soon. The recent recruitment program has been

— good and it is expected that a pathologist will be obtained
soon. DR. GLASS pointed out the desirability of con-
tinuing the genetics program with the AEC having an

adviser for the AECC. He believed that a new look was needed, and
suggested after considerable deli.beration$Dr. Jaes F. crow of Wisconsin.
He proposed that Dr. Crow go to Japan for some months and indicated
that Dr. Crow would be willing to do so. It was believed that a quick
look at the program to date would suggest what to do next~ but that the
major program should be left to the Japane6e. IN. DUNHAM suggested
holding up any policy action on the matter until Dr Bugher and Dr. Burnett
were present and suggested placing the item on the agenda for the next
meeting.

DR. FAILLA reported that there have been many complaints about isotope
services to foreign countries and proposed including some mention of the
fact in the next letter to the Chairman.

WEAPONS
TEST
POLICY

DR. FAILL4 also pointed out that the old Weapons Test Feasibility
Committee was no longer active. The military and the AEC decide about

the tests. Perhaps it would be advisable to suggest
that President Eisenhower appoint a committee to advise
about these tests DR. GLASS expressed the opinion that
this was somewhat similar to policy matters on the
location of nuclear reactors. It was generally agreed
that no proposal should be made until an informal approach
had been made by Dr. Dunham.

It was agreed that the next meeting was to be held in Washington on
March 8 and 9 or on March 15 and 16, 1957} depending on other commitments

of the Committee. It was generally agreed that the May
MARCH MEETING meeting would probably be held in Rochester.

DR. FAILLA suggested that Dr. Western’s writeup of the material on the
strontium-90 fallout problem be used as a basis for preparing an ACBM
report to the Commission.

The Executive Meeting was adjourned for lunch at about 12:30 p.m..
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BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE PROGRAM SESSION - JANUARY 19, 1957
(2:00 pm to 4:30 porno)

This session cowened at 2:00 p.m. with the following persons present in addition to
those present at the Executive Session:

STAFF, DIVISION OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

Dr. Forrest Western Dr. John R. ‘Totter
Dr. Harry D. Bruner Dr. Herbert A. Stanwood
Dr. John N. Wolfe

ST~l RADIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
UNIYERSITY OF CALIFORNIA MEDICAL CENTER

Dr. Robert S. Stone
Dr. Henry 1. Kohn
Dr. Gail Adams

DR. WESTERN presented an extensive discussion of the various factors which
might be used in determining the potential hazard from fallout. He traced

the ~ario~ factors affeet~ng tbe eventl~aldeposition of
strontium 90; including~ end stratospheric fallout, radio-
active material on plants as well as uptake through the
Soilf radioactive material in food products and the
amount appearing in human bodies. In this discussion he
Included consideration of (2s-137, Ce-144, rare earths
and plutonim although at present strontium 90 appears
to & the only material.Qf COnCern

STRONTIWM-90
FALLOUT
PROBLEM

INTER-
AMERICAN
CONGRESS

DR. TOTTER presented the plans for the symposium to be held at Brookhaven
this Spring. It is expected that foreign representatives from Central

and South America would attend and approximately one-
half of these would be in the field of biology and
medicine. The invitation to attend and present talks
presented a delicate matter of diplomatic and scientific
relatfons.
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NYIJ-HASL
PROPOSAL

DR. DUNHAM reviewed the history which lead up to the proposal received
from NYU to embrace the NXO Health and Safety Laboratory as a contract

operation. After serious considerations of the various
advantages and disadvantages of such a change, it was
decided that it was not yet time to give up the only
laboratory operated directly by the AEC. It is now
expected that the Laboratory will move to space on the
University campus which the AEC will rent. Various
aspects of this decision were discussed; including, the
relationship between the Inspection Division and DBM
functions~ the advantages of a university atmosphere

and the budgetary considerations of such a change including relative cost
and overhead.

1958 Budget DR. I)~HN4 reported a better position than in l~j~$ although
no construction has been provided for Important items include; stratospheric

monttori~gj strontium analysis and oceanographic studies
in marine biology. $~/2mill10n has been allotted for a
civil-effects program in connection with weapons tests.

CURRENT DBM There has been no allowance fox’major outside expansion
ACTIVITIES except the BNL medical facility. MR. STANWOOD stated

t~t there ~d been no a~~owan~e for wage increases for
contractor personnel, although such increases were being
given. A number of 1959 budgetary forecasts were made

by MR. STANWOQD.

The twenty-first Semi-Annual Report This includes a substantial section on
radiological-safety records prepared by DBM. Am attempt has been made to
Telate the radiological health.ad sa?ety needs as they develo~d since
the beginning of the prbgmnj to the resulting research program.

Forthcoming Tests This program will include a substantial civil-effects
program$ a project of aerial monitoring cf fallout employing three planes,
sampling of soil~ etc. and an attempt to estimate the exposure of
individuals near the test sites. Am attempt will be made to use badges
on typical individuals and to supplement -ldmsby the use of other measuring
devices. The criteria preYtouslv approved by the ACBM is 10 r in ten
yea~~ and 3.9 r in any Olley?~r. The pre~ent maximum cumulative exposure
encountered to date has been 4 r at S%. George

Return of Rongelapese A staff paper e~tablishes the policy of returning
=ese people to their homes. A followp is +Lobe made on internal exposures.
No external hazard is expected.. Dr. Conard is to continue monthly examin-
ations and Dr. Wclfe is to conduct continual ecological studies. Imported
rice and canned milk are to be made avallableu



Cummm 9H4 Smitc)sphelyc Moxl’itQrlIl& %UcmrJ flights are to be made
ACTIVITIES at four locations once z mcnth; two in the United Statesj
(continued) one in the Canal Zone and one In Central America. It ie

hoped that im?curmatI.onwill be obtained as to the amount
and uniformity Of the disti~ibutionof radioactivity.
At present the British and Americans disagree as to the

_distributicmwith respect to altitude. A ccntrac% has been entered into
with the Midway Laboratories in Chicago to evaluate f“iltersand other
methods of sampling. Each balloon fl~gbt vlll cost between $4,000 and
$5,000 and can collect samplesat cmlyonealt~tuae

Transportation of Devices by Ra~l .~D~.ScWS5Z~3is omitted for classification——.
reasons.)

ABCc

The meeting was

-!kkE%i..D+
tkienti?ic Secretary ACBM


